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HIGH QUALITY GORE-TEX MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING
CATALOGUE 2022
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DANE stands for Scandinavian design, first-class workmanship,
safety and maximum comfort and is one of the GORE-TEX
pioneers. Today DANE is one of the leading specialists for GORETEX motorcycle clothing in the world – and as specialist is literally
meant: the traveling tour rider is the focus and the products are only
developed for this purpose.
That's why every year the new prototypes are extensively tested in
the field before going into production.
On specially organized trips over several 1000 kilometres in different
situations, the new products are tested in heart and soul. These
results flow directly into the DANE product development, so that
DANE keeps developing products with exemplary comfort for
motorcyclists with the highest quality standards.
DANE. FIND YOUR ADVENTURE.
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LADY & MAN

RIBE
GORE-TEX Pro
P 10

ODENSE
GORE-TEX
P 20

RAGNAR
GORE-TEX
P 22

ELLING
GORE-TEX
P 12

REYKHOLT
GORE-TEX
P 14

DRAKAR
GORE-TEX
P 16

RIVA
GORE-TEX
P 18

FOLBY
GORE-TEX
P 23

IKAST
GORE-TEX
P 25

SUNDBY
P 28

SOLRIG
P 30

ELLING
GORE-TEX
P 13

BRØNDBY 2
GORE-TEX
P 15

DRAKAR
GORE-TEX
P 17

SKALLINGEN
GORE-TEX
P 19

SUNDBY
P 29

FANO BLACK
P 31

NYBORG AIR
GORE-TEX
P 26
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LADY & MAN

SKYGGE
GORE-TEX
P 21

LADY & MAN

LYNGBY AIR
GORE-TEX Pro
P 11

LADY & MAN

SOLRIG LADY
P 30

LADY & MAN

LADY & MAN

LADY STYLE

LADY & MAN

Dane Collection 2022

NIMBUS 2
GORE-TEX Pro
P8

FANO GREY
P 31

HALVAR
P 27

STABY 3
GORE-TEX
P 41

KIRSA
GORE-TEX
P 42

FAABORG
GORE-TEX
P 44

VINTER EVO
GORE-TEX
P 45

DRAGOR VINTER
GORE-TEX
P 46

NORDBORG
GORE-TEX
P 47

LIHME 3 LADY
P 50

NIBE 4
GORE-TEX
P 40

mit Heizsystem

+ Gore grip

KORSØR
GORE-TEX
P 44

ARDEN
GORE-TEX
P 47

NUUK
GORE-TEX
P 48

NUUK LADY
GORE-TEX
P 48

SKELUND
P 49

JURS
P 49

LIHME 3
P 50

KIMI
P 50

SAMSØ
P 51

SØREN
P 52

RASMUS
P 52

NIGRA
P 53

BORRE GORE-TEX
INFINIUMTM
P 53

LADY STYLE

KORSØR LADY
GORE-TEX
P 43

LADY STYLE

TJARK LADY
GORE-TEX
P 42

Find your adventure

Dane Collection 2022

LADY STYLE
+ Gore grip

+ Gore grip

+ Gore grip

TARJE
GORE-TEX
P 40

KJELD
GORE-TEX
P 39

LADY STYLE

LADY STYLE

PADBORG
GORE-TEX
P 39

+ Gore grip

+ Gore grip

+ Gore grip

+ Gore grip

DRAGOR
GORE-TEX
P 38
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VENØ HDry®
P 55

BYGE
XPR-Tex®
P 32

BYGE
XPR-Tex®
P 33

Waterproof
inner jacket
P 61

THOR 2
P 34

Waterproof
inner pants
P 61

FREYA 2
P 35

SUMMER
BASE LAYER
P 36

4-SEASON
BASE LAYER
P 37

NORDLYS
P 59

SAKSUN GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 56

SAKSUN PRO
P 56

VOLDUM GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 57

LAGOM GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 57

MARIBO GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 58

ARRE GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 58

THERMO
MULTI-TUBE
P 59

MULTI-TUBE
P 59

BOJDEN GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 60

BRENDE GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 60

BORGLUM GORE‑TEX®
INFINIUM™
P 60

BRACES
P 59

LADY STYLE

Dane Collection 2022

ESBY HDry®
P 54
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Find your adventure
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Reinforcements
made of GORE-TEX
ARMACOR™

Dane Nimbus 2 GORE-TEX Pro

SAS-TEC
Elbows-, shoulders
and back protectors,
Level 2

Waterproof
ventilation zips

Reinforcements
made of GORE-TEX
ARMACOR™

Perfect matching:
Dane Lyngby Air
(P. 11)

NIMBUS 2
GORE-TEX PRO
Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable due to GORE-TEX Pro product technology; made
for maximum durability and ideal for long-term wear and tear and extreme conditions; outer
material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified
to EN 1621-1 on elbows and shoulders, level 2; elbow protectors adjustable in height; SASTEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, level 2; GORE-TEX Misano 3-layer laminate with
material reinforcements made of GORE-TEX ARMACOR™ 3-layer laminate on the shoulders,
elbows and back; SuperFabric® on the shoulders; reflective pipings and prints at the front,
back and sleeves; more stretch-comfort through the generous use of stretch GORE-TEX
GECKO™ laminate; removable thermal lining with overlapping at the front; thermal insulation
made of DuPont™ ComforMax™ and CYNIX® 3F; additional wearing comfort due to 3D MESH
ZONE in the lining; adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable in width
in two places; two outside pockets with labyrinth closure system and additional side access;
waterproof document pocket; inside pockets; close-fitting cuffs with STORMCUFF® made of
stretch GORE-TEX® material with a short zip; fixed labyrinth closure system at the front; venti-
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lation zips at the front, sleeves and back; long and short connecting zip;
removable storm collar
Prod.-No.: 102428
Sizes: men 50-64
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/signal yellow, 32 light grey/black/red/blue
Membrane: GORE-TEX PRO 3-layer laminate
Material: outer: 96% polyamide (e.g. INVISTA Cordura®, GORE-TEX ARMACOR™), 2% aramid,
2% elastane; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester (DuPont™ ComforMax™); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX Pro)

Dane Nimbus 2 GORE-TEX Pro

Removable
storm collar

Find your adventure
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Dane Ribe GORE-TEX Pro

Reinforcements
made of GORE-TEX
ARMACOR™
Waterproof
ventilation zips

SAS-TEC
Elbows & shoulders
protectors, Level 2

SAS-TEC
Back protector,
Level 2

RIBE
GORE-TEX PRO
Details: Wind- and waterproof, breathable and fit for summer due to GORE-TEX Pro Product-Technology; designed for maximum durability and ideal for extreme conditions; 3-layer-construction;
outer fabric with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors on elbows
and shoulders; EN 1621-1, level 2 certified; height-adjustable elbow protectors; SAS-TEC back
protector, EN 1621-2, level 2 certified; GORE-TEX Misano 3-layer laminate with material reinforcements made out of GORE-TEX ARMACOR™ 3-layer laminate on shoulders, outside of the
sleeves, elbows and on the back; reflective areas made out of 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective
Material on the front, back and on the sleeves; removable thermo lining; thermo insulation made
out of DuPont™ ComforMax™ and CYNIX® 3F; 3D_MESH ZONEN in the lining for additional
comfort; adjustable hem width with cord; adjustable sleeves in two ways; 2 outer pockets with
Labyrinth zipper and additional pocket openings; large document pouch; inner pockets; snug
fit comfort cuffs due to STORMCUFF®, made out of elastic GORE-TEX material combined with
handy pulling strap; pre-formed Labyrinth zipper; ventilation with waterproof YKK zipper on the
front and additional zippers on the back; long and short connection zipper; removable storm
collar with elastic 3-layer laminate
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Prod.-No.: men 102426
Sizes: men 50-64
Colors: 02 black/grey, 03 black/signal yellow, 25 light grey/black/red
Membrane: GORE-TEX PRO 3-layer laminate
Material: outside: 98% polyamide (u.a. INVISTA Cordura®, GORE-TEX ARMACOR™), 2%
aramide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester (DuPont™ ComforMax™);
membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX Pro)

Reinforcements
made of GORE-TEX
ARMACOR™

Reflective material

Women- and
men sizes

Reinforced with
leather on the inside
at knee height

Dane Lyngby Air GORE-TEX Pro

Waterproof
ventilation zips
on the thigh

LYngby Air
GORE-TEX PRO
Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable due to GORE-TEX Pro product technology - perfect for summer use; made for maximum durability and ideal for long-term wear and tear and
extreme conditions; three-layer construction; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent
polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC knee protectors adjustable in height and certified to EN 1621-1,
Level 2; pockets for SAS-TEC hip protectors, certified to EN 1621-1, for retrofitting; material
reinforcements made of GORE-TEX Armacor 3-layer-laminate on the sides, knees and seat; reinforced with leather on the inside at knee height; slip-resistant leather components on the seat;
reflective sections on the sides; removable thermal lining; thermal insulation made of DEXFIL®
Performance Insulation; stretch inserts made of GORE-TEX Gecko 3-layer-laminate below the
waist at the back and on the backs of the knees; variably adjustable hem width using zip and
Velcro that are independent of each other; two outside pockets; easy-to-use magnetic hook
fastening; ventilation with waterproof YKK zipper on the thigh; connecting option for detachable
braces; long and short connecting zip

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: women 102536, men 102532
Sizes: women 36-50, men 48-64, 25-31, 98-118
Color: 00 black
Membrane: GORE-TEX PRO 3-layer laminate
Material: outer: 97% polyamide (e.g. CORDURA®, GORE-TEX ARMACOR™), 2% aramid, 1%
elastane; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester (DEXFIL®); membrane:
100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX Pro)
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Dane Elling GORE-TEX

Ventilation
zips at the front
and back

GORE-TEX
2-layer-laminate

SAS-TEC
Elbows & shoulders
protectors, Level 2

Women- and
men sizes

ELLING
GORE-TEX
Details: GORE-TEX 2-layer-construction; windproof, waterproof and breathable; outer material
with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1
on elbows and shoulders, level 2; elbow protectors adjustable in height; pocket for SAS-TEC
back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for retrofitting ; reflective sections on the shoulders and
sleeves; removable thermal lining with overlapping at the front; additional wearing comfort due
to 3D MESH ZONE in the lining; adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; adjustable sleeve
width; two outside pockets; waterproof document pocket; inside pockets; close-fitting cuffs with
STORMCUFF® made of stretch GORE-TEX® material with a short zip; fixed labyrinth closure
system at the front; ventilation zips at the front and back; long and short connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: women 102479, men 102475
Sizes: women 36-48 (color 00), men 48-62
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/signal yellow, 06 black/red
Membrane: GORE-TEX 2-layer laminate
Material: outside: 100% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester;
membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes women 36-42: SAS-TEC SC-1/11 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCL-ML13 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCL-ML19 (Level 2)
Sizes women 44-48: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCL-L13 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCL-L19 (Level 2)
Sizes men 48-54: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 56-62: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

GORE-TEX
2-layer-laminate

ventilation
zips on the
upper leg
Women- and
men sizes

SAS-TEC
knee protectors,
Level 2

Dane Elling GORE-TEX

Pockets for
SAS-TEC
hip protectors

Detachable
thermal lining

ELLING
GORE-TEX
Details: GORE-TEX 2-layer-construction; windproof, waterproof and breathable; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC knee protectors adjustable in
height and certified to EN 1621-1, level 2; pockets for SAS-TEC hip protectors, certified to EN
1621-1, for retrofitting; slip-resistant Sure Grip patches on the seat; reflective logos on the sides;
detachable thermal lining; stretch inserts above the knee and below the waist at the back; variably adjustable hem width using zip and Velcro that are independent of each other; two outside
pockets; ventilation zips on the upper leg; additional ventilation option through the ankle zip;
connecting option for detachable braces; long and short connecting zip

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: women 102579, men 102575
Sizes: women 36-48, men 48-62
Color: 00 black
Membrane: GORE-TEX 2-layer laminate
Material: outside: 100% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester;
membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Reykholt GORE-TEX

Removable
GORE-TEX liner

SAS-TEC
Elbows & shoulders
protectors, Level 2

Large chest ventilation area with
coverable mesh
inserts

Top ventilated
SAS-TEC
3d back protector

Reykholt
GORE-TEX
Details: suitable for the summer due to a removable and durably windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX membrane; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1, level 2 on elbows and shoulders; elbow protectors adjustable in height; top ventilated SAS-TEC 3d back protector certified to EN 1621-2;
reinforced with 1000D polyamide 6.6 on the shoulder; leather reinforcements at elbow; reflective
sections on the shoulders and sleeves; reflective pipings at shoulders and sleeve; removable
GORE-TEX inner jacket with close-fitting cuffs with GORE-TEX STORMCUFF®; detachable thermal liner; thermo insulation made of DuPont™ ComforMax™ and CYNIX® 3F; additional wearing comfort due to 3D_MESH ZONE in the lining; collar top edge additionally adjustable by cord;
adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable in width in two places; four
outside pockets, the lowest of which has a labyrinth closure system and additional side access;
inside pockets; large chest ventilation area with coverable mesh inserts; several ventilation zips
at the front, back and on the sleeves; DANE safety belt; long connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: 102421
Sizes: men 48-64
Colors: 02 black/stone-grey, 03 black/signal yellow/light grey,
06 black/red/light grey, 08 black/blue/light grey
Membrane: Removable GORE-TEX membrane
Material: outer: 96% polyamide, 4% leather; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100%
polyester (DuPont™ ComforMax™); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Adjustable leg
width in two places

Large upper
leg ventilation

Dane Brøndby 2 GORE-TEX

Reinforced
with leather
on the inside
at knee height

SAS-TEC
knee protectors, Level 2
Reflective material

Removable
GORE-TEX liner

Brøndby 2
GORE-TEX
Details: suitable for the summer due to a removable and durably windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX membrane; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC knee protectors adjustable in height and certified to EN 1621-1, level 2; pockets with foam shock absorber for retrofitting of SAS-TEC hip protectors certified to EN 1621-1;
reinforced with 1000D polyamide 6.6 on the knees; reinforced with leather on the inside at
knee height; slip-resistant Sure Grip patches on the seat; reflective on the knees; removable
GORE-TEX inner pants; removable thermal lining; thermal insulation made of DuPont™ ComforMax™ and CYNIX® 3F; stretch inserts above the knees; stretch inserts made of textile fabric in
and around the crotch, below the waist at the back and on the backs of the knees; adjustable leg
width in two places; variably adjustable hem width using zip and Velcro that are independent of
each other; two outside pockets; large upper leg ventilation area with coverable mesh inserts;
several ventilation zips at the back; long connecting zip

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: 102511
Sizes: men 48-64, 25-30, 98-114
Colors: 00 black, 25 silver-grey/black
Membrane: Removable GORE-TEX membrane
Material: outer: 95% polyamide, 4% polyester, 1% elastane ; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal
lining: 100% polyester (DuPont™ ComforMax™); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Drakar GORE-TEX

Large ventilation
panels on chest
and arm with
CORDURA® AFT

Included, separate
wearable GORE-TEX
liner can be worn inside
or outside this
Drakar jacket

SAS-TEC
protectors on elbow
and shoulders,
Level 2

drakAR
GORE-TEX
Details: suitable for the summer due to the extensive use of air-permeable CORDURA® AFT
together with a GORE-TEX inner jacket which can be also worn as rain jacket over the outer
jacket; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1, level 2, on elbows and shoulders; elbow protectors adjustable in
height; pocket for SAS-TEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for retrofitting; reinforced with
1000D polyamide 6.6 on the elbows; reflective sections on the front, back and sleeves; additional
wearing comfort due to 3D MESH ZONE in the lining; adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable in width in two places; two outside pockets with a labyrinth closure
system and additional side access; large pocket on the back; inside pockets; DANE safety belt;
long and short connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: men 102444
Sizes: men 48-60, 27-29 (Color 00)
Colors: 00 black, 25 silver grey/black, 32 silver grey/blue/red
Membrane: Separate GORE-TEX 3-layer rain jacket, wearable inside and outside
Material: Motorcycle jacket outside: 83% polyamide, 17% polyester; lining: 100% polyester
Material: Rain jacket outside: 100% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 48-52 und 27: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 54-64 und 28-29: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

Dane Drakar GORE-TEX

Included, separate
wearable GORE-TEX
liner can be worn inside
or outside these
Drakar pants.

Large ventilation
panels on the legs with
CORDURA® AFT

Drakar
GORE-TEX
Details: wind- and waterproof, breathable and fit for summer due to breathable INVISTA Cordura® AFT fabric combined with a GORE-TEX inner pants, which can also be worn as rain pants
over the outer pants; outer fabric with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; height-adjustable knee protectors, EN 1621-1 Level 2 certified; pocket with Foam-Shock-Absorber for
retrofittable SAS-TEC hip protector, EN 1621-1 certified; material reinforcements on the knees
made out of 1000D polyamide 6.6; non-slip Sure Grip patches on the buttocks; reflective patches
made out of 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material on the side; stretch panels above the knees
and on the back below the waist; stretch panels in the crotch area and behind the knees; adjust
able calf size with zippers; 4 outer pockets with Labyrinth zipper; option to wear with suspenders;
long and short connection zippers; GORE-TEX rain pants with pocket on the back below the waist,
which can be stored in the pants, and which has reflective piping made out of 3M™ Scotchlite™
Reflective Material, Sure Grip panels on the seat and extra long zippers at the bottom

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102644
Sizes: men 48-60, 27-29 (color 00), 98-114
Colors: 00 black, 25 silver grey/black
Membrane: Separate GORE-TEX 3 layer-rain pants, wearable inside and outside
Material: outside: 95% polyamide, 4% polyester, 1% elastane; net lining: 100% polyester; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Riva GORE-TEX

Ventilation areas
on chest, arms
and back with
air-permeable mesh

protectors on elbows
and shoulders

Removable
GORE-TEX liner

RIVA
GORE-TEX
Details: suitable for the summer due to a removable and durably windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX membrane and due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh; outer
material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to
EN 1621-1 on elbows and shoulders; elbow protectors adjustable in height; pocket for SASTEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for retrofitting; reflective sections on the shoulders;
reflective pipings on the sleeves; removable GORE-TEX inner jacket with close-fitting cuffs with
GORE-TEX STORMCUFF®; additional wearing comfort due to 3D MESH ZONE in the lining; adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; adjustable sleeve width; two outside pockets; inside
pockets; long and short connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: 102429
Sizes: men 48-60
Color: 02 black/grey, 06 black/red/light grey, 08 black/blue/light grey
Membrane: Removable GORE-TEX membrane
Material: outside: 54% polyester, 46% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; membrane: 100%
ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 48-60: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)

Included, separate
wearable GORE-TEX
liner can be worn inside
or outside

knee protectors,
adjustable in height

Dane Skallingen GORE-TEX

Motorcycle-compatible
trekking pants made of
elastic rib stop

Detachable legs

Skallingen
GORE-TEX
Details: motorcycle-compatible trekking pants made of elastic rib stop with detachable legs;
suitable for the summer due to a removable and durably windproof, waterproof and breathable
GORE-TEX inner pants, which can also be worn as rain pants over the outer pants; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC knee protectors adjustable in
height and certified to EN 1621-1; pockets for SAS-TEC hip protectors, certified to EN 1621-1,
for retrofitting; material reinforcements on the knees; slip-resistant Sure Grip patches on the
seat; reflective stripes at the sides; leg with zip; 6 outer pockets, the leg pockets with labyrinth
closure system; long and short connecting zip; GORE-TEX rain pants with pocket below the waist
at the back, reflective stripes, Sure Grip patches on the seat and extra long zips on the sides for
easy entry; rain pants can be stored in a separate bag, which is in the pocket below the waist
at the back

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102643
Sizes: men 48-60
Color: 00 black
Membrane: Separate GORE-TEX rain pants, wearable inside and outside
Material:
motorcycle pants outside: 64% polyamide, 28% polyester, 5% elastane, 3% cotton; net lining:
100% polyester
rain pants inside: 100% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Odense GORE-TEX

Ventilation
zips at the front,
back, sides and
sleeves

Unique stretch
comfort fit

odense
GORE-TEX
Details: equipped with GORE-TEX membrane; additional ease of movement through the use
of stretch polyamide as the outer material on the sides and sleeves; wind- and waterproof and
breathable; Z-Liner construction; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1 on elbows and shoulders, level 2; elbow
protectors adjustable in height; pocket for SAS-TEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for
retrofitting; material reinforcements on the elbows; reflective pipings on the shoulders; reflective
stripes on the sleeves and back; removable thermal lining with overlapping at the front; thermal
insulation made of DEXFIL® Performance Insulation; additional wearing comfort due to 3D MESH
ZONE in the lining; adjustable hem and waist width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable
in width in two places; two outer pockets; waterproof document pocket; inside pockets; closefitting cuffs with STORMCUFF® with a short zip; fixed labyrinth closure system at the front; ventilation zips at the front, back, sides and sleeves; long and short connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: 102427 Sizes: men 50-58
Colors: 00 black/grey, 03 black/signal yellow,
28 black/orange/light grey
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: (color 00) outside: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal
lining: 100% polyester (DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX);
(colors 03 und 28) outside: 92% polyamide, 4% polyester, 4% elastane; net lining: 100% poly
ester; thermal lining: 100% polyester (DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 50-52: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 54-58: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

Double
ventilation
on upperleg

Unique stretch
comfort fit

Dane Skygge GORE-TEX

2 pockets

Lower leg ventilation

SKYGGE
GORE-TEX
Details: equipped with GORE-TEX membrane; additional ease of movement through the use
of stretch polyamide as the outer material on the sides and sleeves; wind- and waterproof and
breathable; Z-Liner construction; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; height-adjustable SAS-TEC knee protectors, EN 1621-1 Level 2 certified; pocket with
Foam-Shock-Absorber for retrofittable SAS-TEC hip protector, EN 1621-1 certified; material
reinforcements on the knees and on the inside of the lower legs; double-layered on the seat;
slip-resistant Sure Grip patches on the seat; reflective stripes on the sides; removable thermo
lining; thermo insulation made out of DEXFIL® Performance Insulation; 2 outer pockets; ventilation zippers on the thighs; additional ventilation option with ankle zippers; option to connect with
suspenders; long and short connection zippers

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102560
Sizes: men 48-60, 102-114
Color: 00 black
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: outside: 100% polyamide, 7% elastane ; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining:
100% polyester (DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Ragnar GORE-TEX

Reinforcements
on shoulders

Air vents on chest

Women- and
men sizes

Strong ripstop material
on elbow

Wind-free sleeve closing
thanks to Stormcuff
technology

RaGnAr
GORE-TEX
Details: equipped with GORE-TEX membrane; wind- and waterproof and breathable; Z-liner
construction; outer fabric with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors on elbows and shoulders, EN 1621-Level 2 certified; height-adjustable elbow protectors;
pocket with Foam-Shock-Absorber for retrofittable SAS-TEC back protector, EN 1621-2 certified;
material reinforcements on shoulders and elbows; reflective strips made from 3M™ Scotchlite™
Reflective Material on shoulders and sleeves; removable thermo lining; thermo insulation made
from DEXFIL® Performance Insulation; stretch panels from polyamide fibres along the sides
and on the inside of the sleeves; adjustable hem width with inner cord; sleeves adjustable in
two ways; 2 outer pockets; waterproof document pouch; inner pockets; tight-fitting cuffs with
GORE-TEX STORMCUFF®; pre-formed Labyrinth zipper at the front; ventilation zippers on the
front and back; long and short connection zippers
Prod.-No.: women 102424 , men 102425
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Sizes: women 36-50 (color 02), 36-46 (color 03, 27)
men 48-64, 98-114 (color 02)
Colors: 02 black/grey, 03 black/signal yellow,
27 black/signal yellow/grey
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: outside: 100% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester
(DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes women 36-50: SAS-TEC SC-1/11 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-400 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-400-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 48-52: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 54-64, 98-114: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

Dane Folby GORE-TEX
Reflective
material
Waist
ventilation zipper

folby
GORE-TEX
Details: urban GORE-TEX jacket; wind- and waterproof and breathable; Z-liner construction;
outer fabric with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors on elbows and shoulders, EN 1621-Level 2 certified; height-adjustable elbow protectors; pocket with
Foam-Shock-Absorber for retrofittable SAS-TEC back protector, EN 1621-2 certified; material reinforcements on shoulders and elbows; reflective strips made from 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective
Material on shoulders and sleeves; removable thermo lining; adjustable hem width with velcro;
adjustable cuffs; 2 outer pockets; waterproof document pouch; inner pockets; tight-fitting cuffs
with GORE-TEX STORMCUFF®; pre-formed Labyrinth zipper at the front; ventilation zippers on
the front and back; long and short connection zippers

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102423
Sizes: men 48-60
Color: 00 black
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: outside: 100% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester
(DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 48-58: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 60: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)
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dane.eu

Rainblocker®
air vents

Waterproof pockets

Dane Ikast GORE-TEX Z-Liner

SAS-TEC
elbows and shoulders
protectors, Level 2

Ikast
GORE-TEX
Details: equipped with GORE-TEX membrane; wind- and waterproof and breathable; Z-Liner
construction; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1 on elbows and shoulders, level 2; elbow protectors adjustable
in height; pocket for SAS-TEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for retrofitting; material
reinforcements of rib stop on the elbows; reflective sections at front, back and on the sleeves;
reflective outer material at front and back; removable thermal lining with overlapping at the front;
thermo insulation made of DuPont™ ComforMax™ and CYNIX® 3F; additional wearing comfort
due to 3D_MESH ZONE in the lining; collar top edge additionally adjustable by cord; adjustable
hem width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable in width in two place; 2 outside pockets
at front which has a labyrinth closure system and additional side access; large back pocket;
waterproof document pocket; inside pockets; close-fitting cuffs with STORMCUFF® made of
stretch GORE-TEX material with a short zip; fixed labyrinth closure system at the front; ventilation
with waterproof YKK zipper on the front; ventilation zip at the back; DANE safety belt; long and
short connecting zip

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102404
Sizes: men 48-60
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/signal yellow, 32 light grey/blue/red
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: outside: 91% polyamide, 9% polyester; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal insulation:
100% polyester (DuPont™ ComforMax™); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 48-50: SAS-TEC SC-1/11 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-400 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-400-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 52-56: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 58-60: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)
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Dane Nyborg Air GORE-TEX

Ventilation
zippers on the
thighs

SAS-TEC
knee protectors, Level 2

Women- and
men sizes

NybOrg AiR
GORE-TEX

Details: equipped with GORE-TEX membrane; wind- and waterproof and breathable; Z-Liner
construction; outer material with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; height-adjustable SAS-TEC knee protectors, EN 1621-1 Level 2 certified; pocket with Foam-Shock-Absorber
for retrofittable SAS-TEC hip protector, EN 1621-1 certified; material reinforcements on the knees
and on the inside of the legs; double-layered on the seat; additional cushioning on the hips (only
men’s sizes); reflective piping on the sides; removable thermo lining; thermo insulation made
out of DEXFIL® Performance Insulation; stretch panels above the knees and on the back below
the waist; 2 outer pockets; easy-to-use magnet/hook closure system; ventilation zippers on the
thighs; additional ventilation option with ankle zippers; option to connect with suspenders; long
and short connection zippers
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Prod.-No.: women and men 102618 Color: 00 black
Sizes: women 36-46, 20-24, men 48-64, 98-118, 25-31
Membrane: GORE-TEX Z-liner
Material: outer: 100% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester; thermal lining: 100% polyester
(DEXFIL®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Elastic ARMALITH®-fabric

Dane Halvar Armalith

SAS-TEC
hip protectors

Knee protectors

HALVAR
JEANS

Details: modern 5-pocket jeans made of elastic ARMALITH®-fabric; knee protectors adjustable
to different heights, certified to EN 1621-1; SAS-TEC® hip protectors, certified to EN 1621-1

ARMALITH® is a patented material, made by assembling a cotton fibre with a high-performance
reinforcing fibre. ARMALITH® is not only resistant to abrasion, snags and tears, but is also an
integral part of the history of real jeans.

Prod.-No.: men 102541
Sizes: men 28/34, 29/34, 30/34, 31/34, 32/34,
33/34, 34/34, 36/34, 38/34 Inch
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 51% cotton, 33% polyethylene, 9% polyamide, 7% elastane (ARMALITH®)

Find your adventure
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Dane Sundby

Ventilation areas
on chest, arms
and back with
air-permeable mesh

elbows and
shoulders
protectors

Additional ease of
movement through
the use of stretch
polyamide

Sundby
SUMMER
Details: suitable for the summer through the generous use of air-permeable mesh; additional
ease of movement through the use of stretch polyamide as the outer material on the sides and
sleeves; SAS-TEC protectors certified to EN 1621-1 on elbows and shoulders; elbow protectors
adjustable in height; pocket for SAS-TEC back protector, certified to EN 1621-2, for retrofitting;
SuperFabric® on the shoulders; material reinforcements on the elbows; reflective stripes and
prints on the front, back and sleeves; additional wearing comfort due to 3D MESH ZONE in the
lining; adjustable hem width using inside drawstring; sleeve adjustable in width in two places;
two outer pockets on the front with waterproof pocket bags and a labyrinth closure system and
additional side access; large pocket on the back with waterproof pocket bag and a labyrinth
closure system; inside pockets; long and short connecting zip
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Prod.-No.: men 102476
Sizes: men 48-60
Colors: 03 black/grey/signal yellow, 06 black/red/light grey,
32 light grey/blue/red/black
Material:
outside: 57% polyamide, 41% polyester, 2% elastane; net lining: 100% polyester
Ready for back protector:
Sizes men 48-54: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 56-60: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

Dane Sundby

Ventilation areas
on legs with
air-permeable mesh

Additional ease of
movement through
the use of stretch
polyamide
SAS-TEC
knee protectors
adjustable in height

Sundby
SUMMER
Details: suitable for the summer through the generous use of air-permeable mesh; additional
ease of movement through the use of stretch polyamide as the outer material; SAS-TEC knee
protectors adjustable in height and certified to EN 1621-1; pockets for SAS-TEC hip protectors,
certified to EN 1621-1, for retrofitting; material reinforcements on the knees; slip-resistant Sure
Grip patches on the seat; reflective stripes at the sides; variably adjustable hem width using
longer zip and Velcro that are independent of each other; two outside pockets; connecting option
for detachable braces; long and short connecting zip

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: men 102576
Sizes: men 48-60
Color: 00 black, 25 light grey/black
Material: outside: 53% polyester, 45% polyamide, 2% elastane; net lining: 100% polyester
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Dane Solrig

Also available in
women's sizes

Large
mesh panels

Sølrig
SUMMER

Details: perfect for summer with large mesh panels; elbow and shoulder protectors, EN 1621-1,
Level 2 certified; height-adjustable elbow protectors; pocket with Foam-Shock-Absorber for
retrofittable SAS-TEC back protector, EN 1621-2 certified; reflective areas made out of 3M™
Scotchlite™ Reflective Material on the shoulders and sleeves; 3D_MESH ZONEN in the lining for
additional comfort; adjustable hem width with lateral zippers; adjustable sleeve width; 2 outer
pockets; inner pockets; attachment loops for jeans; long and short connection zipper; connection
zipper for separately available wind- and waterproof and breathable inner jacket.
Prod.-No.: women 102442, men 102443
Sizes: women 34-48L, men 48-62
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Colors: 00 black, 02 black/grey, 27 black/signal yellow/grey,
32 black/light grey/blue/red (men)
Material: outer: 85% polyester, 15% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester
Ready for back protector:
Sizes women 34-44: SAS-TEC SC-1/11, SAS-TEC SCA-400 or SAS-TEC SCA-400-2 (Level 2)
Sizes women 46-48L: SAS-TEC SC-1/12, SAS-TEC SCA-450 or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 48-56: SAS-TEC SC-1/12 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-450 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-450-2 (Level 2)
Sizes men 58-62: SAS-TEC SC-1/16 (Level 2), SAS-TEC SCA-500 (Level 1)
or SAS-TEC SCA-500-2 (Level 2)

Women- and
men sizes

Dane Fanø

Large
mesh panels

Knee protectors

fANø BLACK/GREY
SUMMER

Details: perfect for summer due to the large mesh panels; height-adjustable knee protectors,
EN 1621-1 certified; pocket with Foam-Shock-Absorber for retrofittable SAS-TEC hip protector,
EN 1621-1 certified; non-slip areas made out of Sure Grip Patches on the seat; reflective areas
made out of 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material on the knees; stretch panels above the knees;
stretch panels in the crotch area, below the waist on the back and behind the knees; adjustable
leg width; leg gathers with zippers; 2 outer pockets; option to connect with suspenders; long and
short connection zippers; connection zipper for separately available wind- and waterproof and
breathable inner jacket

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: women and men 102620
Sizes: women 34-48L, men 48-62, 98-114, 25-31
Colors: 00 black, 25 light grey/black
Material: outer: 60% polyester, 40% polyamide; net lining: 100% polyester
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Dane Byge XPR-Tex® breathable rain coat

Integrated hood
for waterproof
neckline

Breathable
rain jacket

Stretch material

Elastic cuffs,
adjustable with
velcro flap

Adjustable hem
by inside cord

Byge
XPR-Tex®

PR

®

XTREME PERFOMANCE

Details: rain jacket that can be packed into a small size and with an integrated balaclava which
prevents water from entering the jacket through the collar area under extreme weather con
ditions; windproof, waterproof and breathable by XPR-Tex® 2,5 layer stretch-laminate; reflective
prints on the front, back and sleeves; reflective piping on the back; adjustable hem width using
inside drawstring; adjustable elasticated cuffs with Velcro; adjustable sleeve width; back pocket,
into which the jacket can be packed; fixed labyrinth closure system at the front; ventilation zip
at the back
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Prod.-No.: 103003
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Colors: 03 black/signal yellow, 37 signal yellow/black
Material: outside: 86% polyester, 14% elastane; membrane: 100% polyurethane (XPR-Tex®)

Breathable
rain pants

Stretch material

Dane Byge XPR-Tex® breathable rain pants

Sure-grip patches
at bottom

Heat resistant
material at lower leg
Variably adjustable
hem width using zip
and Velcro

Byge
XPR-Tex®

PR

®

XTREME PERFOMANCE

Details: rain pants that can be packed into a small size; windproof, waterproof and breathable
by XPR-Tex® 2,5 layer stretch-laminate; slip-resistant Sure Grip patches on the seat; reflective
prints on the sides; elasticated waist; pocket below the waist at back, into which the pants can
be packed; very variably adjustable hem width using zip and Velcro

Prod.-No.: 103503
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Color: 03 black/signal yellow
Material: outside: 82% polyester, 13% elastane, 3% polyamide, 2% sonstige Fasern; membrane:
100% polyurethane (XPR-Tex®)

Find your adventure
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Dane Thor 2 softshell

THOR 2
SOFTSHELL

Details: Specially designed for the Dane Collection, a softshell jacket with a nice comfort fit; this
functional midlayer can be worn as an undercoat or separately; outer pockets; the 3-layer fabric
is wind and water resisitant and breathable; additional warmth and comfort on cold days.

Prod.-No.: men 109326
Sizes: men S-XXXL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: mind. 85% polyester; membrane: 100% polyurethane
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Dane Freya 2 softshell

FREYA 2
SOFTSHELL

Details: Specially designed for the Dane Collection, a softshell jacket with a nice comfort fit; this
functional midlayer can be worn as an undercoat or separately; outer pockets; the 3-layer fabric
is wind and water resisitant and breathable; additional warmth and comfort on cold days.

Prod.-No.: women 109327
Sizes: women S-XXL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: mind. 85% polyester; membrane: 100% polyurethane

Find your adventure
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Dane Summer functional underwear

suMmeR
FUNCTIONAL UNDERWEAR
Dane functional summer underwear made from Hi-Cool Performance fabrics makes motorcycling a pleasure even at higher temperatures. The superior absorption qualitity keeps
you dry. These high-quality functional underwear provides for an optimal climate comfort
and should always be worn in combination with Dane Gore-Tex garments.

Prod.-No. longsleeve: women and men 116002
Prod.-No. pants: women and men 116004
Sizes: women and men S-XXXL
Color: 27 grey
Material: 92% Polyester (Hi-Cool), 8% elastane (spandex)
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Dane 4-Season functional underwear

4-Season
FUNCTIONAL UNDERWEAR
With the Dane performance functional underwear, motocycling becomes a pleasure,
no matter the weather. An intellegent mix from polyester fibers, viscose extracted from
bamboo and Elastan (Spandex) makes this possible. Soft and friendly to skin.

Prod.-No. longsleeve: women and men 116026
Prod.-No. pants: women and men 116027
Sizes: women and men S-XXXL
Color: 43 navy/signal yellow
Material: 64% polyester, 25% nano bamboo charcoal, 11% elastane (spandex)

Find your adventure
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Dane Dragor GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology

DRAGøR
GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Details: wind- and waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX summer glove + Gore grip technology;
outer material with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; conductive material inserts
on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON®
soft knuckle protection with leather cover; TPR-protectors on the fingers; double leather on the
ball of the hand, palm and side of the hand; shock-absorbing foam on the ball of the hand; reflective print on the index finger; comfort stretch sections on the fingers; more stretch comfort
through the use of stretch polyamide fabric on the back of the hand; elasticated zones between
the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; wrist protection; added comfort with outer seams on
the fingers; adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure
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Prod.-No.: 105490
Sizes: S-4XL
Colors: 00 black, 02 black/grey
Material: outside: 65% leather (goat leather), 20% polyamide, 15% polyester; lining: 100% poly
ester; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Prod.-No.: 105486
Sizes: S-4XL
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/yellow

KJELD

Material: outside: 81% leather, 18% polyamide, 1% elastane; lining: 86% poly
ester, 14% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Dane Kjeld & Padborg GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology

Details: wind- and waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
summer glove + Gore grip technology; fit for use of smartphones and tablets due to panels with conductive materials
on the thumb and index finger; flexible VISCOLAB® leather/
hard-shell knuckle protectors; double-layered on thumbs,
index finger, palms and on the side of the hand, with extra
padding on the palms; covered side seams; reflective piping
made out of 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material on the
back of the hand; stretch on and between the fingers; additional comfort due to outward facing seams on the fingers;
suede visor wiper on index finger; with STORMCUFF®compatible, adjustable shaft; wrist strap

Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
summer glove + Gore grip technology; conductive material
inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible
to use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON® soft knuckle
protection with leather cover; foam-shock-absorber on the
fingers; leather on the fingers; double leather on the thumb,
ball of the hand and side of the hand, with extra padding on
the ball of the thumb; covered side seam; reflective piping
on the back of the hand; added comfort with outer seams on
the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; adjustable shaft;
anti-tear-off wrist closure
Prod.-No.: 105483
Sizes: S-4XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 72% leather (aniline goatskin), 28% polyamide; lining: 92%
polyester, 8% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Padborg
GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP
Find your adventure
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Dane Nibe 4 & Tarje GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology

Details: wind- and waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
summer glove + Gore grip technology; outer material with
water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; fit for use
of smartphones and tablets due to panels with conductive
materials on the thumb and index finger; VISCO-LAB® protector on the knuckles; double-layered and padded balls of
the thumb; double-layered on thumbs and on the side of the
hand; reflective piping on the side of the glove; reflective
areas made out of LUMIDEX® on the fingers; stretch on the
fingers and on the back of the hand; additional comfort due
to outward facing seams on the fingers; visor wiper on index
finger; wrist strap
Prod.-No.: 105485
Sizes: XS-5XL, L-short - 5XL-short, L-long - XXXL-long
Color: 00 black

NIBE 4

Material: outside: 96% leather, 4% polyamide; lining: 88% polyester, 12% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
summer glove + Gore grip technology; outer material with
water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive
material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it
possible to use smartphones and tablets; flexible hard shell
protection on the knuckles; shock-absorbing foam on the
fingers and ball of the hand; double material made of aniline
goatskin on the thumbs, index fingers and balls of the hands;
palm of the hand made of durable Clarino™ Nash; reflective
piping on the sides of the hands; comfort stretch sections
on the fingers and back of the hand; visor wiper made of
suede on the index finger; with STORMCUFF®-compatible,
adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure
Prod.-No.: 105409
Sizes: XS-5XL
Color: 00 black

Tarje
GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP
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Material: outside: 60% polyamide, 30% leather (aniline goatskin), 8% poly
urethane, 2% elastane; lining: 100% polyester; membrane: 100% ePTFE
(GORE-TEX)

Dane Staby 3 GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology

STABY 3
GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® summer glove + Gore grip technology; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive
material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets;
palm made of leather; double material with foam underlay on the ball of the hand; double material on the thumb and side of the hand; reflective piping on the side of the hand; reflective insert
made of LUMIDEX® fabric at the base of the fingers; comfort stretch sections made of leather
on the back of the hand; elasticated zones between the fingers; added comfort with outer seams
on the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; with STORMCUFF®-compatible, adjustable shaft;
anti-tear-off wrist closure

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: 105481
Sizes: XS-5XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 55% polyamide, 45% leather (aniline goatskin); lining: 100% polyester; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Kirsa & Tjark Lady GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology

Details: special fit for women; windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX summer glove + Gore grip technology;
conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers
make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON®
soft knuckle protection with leather cover; double material
on the thumb, index finger, ball of the hand and side of the
hand, with extra padding on the ball of the thumb; covered
side seam; palm made of soft goat leather; reflective sec
tion on the back of the hand; comfort stretch sections on the
fingers; elasticated zones between and on the fingers; added
comfort with outer seams on the fingers; visor wiper made of
suede on the index finger; with STORMCUFF®-compatible,
adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure

Women sizes

Prod.-No.: 105492
Sizes: LS-LXL
Color: 00 black

Kirsa

Material: outside: 64% leather, 32% polyamide, 3% polyester, 1% polyurethane;
lining: 87% polyester, 13% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Women sizes

Details: special fit for women; windproof, waterproof and
breathable GORE-TEX summer glove + Gore grip technology; outer material with water- and dirt repellent polymer
impregnation; conductive material inserts on the thumbs
and index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and
tablets; IMPACTON® soft knuckle protection with leather cover; foam-shock-absorber on the fingers; double-layered and
padded balls of the thumb; double material on the thumb,
palm and side of the hand; covered side seam; reflective piping on the back of the hand; comfort stretch sections on the
fingers; added comfort with outer seams on the fingers; visor
wiper made of suede on the index finger; with STORMCUFF®-compatible, adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure
Prod.-No.: women 105576
Sizes: women LS-LXL
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/signal yellow

TJaRk LADY
GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP
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Material: outside: 100% leather (aniline goatskin); lining: 94% polyester, 6% polyamide; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Dane Korsør Lady GORE-TEX Insert

KoRSøR LADY
GORE-TEX

Details: special fit for women; windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX insert; outer
material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive material inserts on the
thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; covered soft knuckle
protection; double leather with foam underlay on the ball of the hand; other double leather on
the thumb and index finger; reflective print on the shaft; palm made of durable synthetic nubuck
leather; comfort stretch sections on the fingers; more stretch comfort through the use of stretch
polyamide fabric on the back of the hand; visor wiper made of synthetic nubuck leather on the
index finger; anti-tear-off wrist closure

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: women 105496
Sizes: LXS-LXL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 66% polyamide, 24% polyurethane, 10% leather; lining: 100% polyester;
membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Faaborg & Korsør GORE-TEX Insert

Details: wind- and waterproof and breathable due to GORETEX insert; outer material with water- and dirt repellent polymer impregnation; fit for use of smartphones and tablets due
to panels with conductive materials on the thumb and index
finger; flexible hard-shell knuckle protectors; double-layered
leather on thumbs, palms and on the side of the hand, with
extra padding on the ball of the thumb; covered side seams;
reflective piping on the back of the hand; stretch on the fingers
and on the back of the hand; visor wiper on index finger;
adjustable cuffs; wrist strap
Prod.-No.: 105487
Sizes: S-4XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 100% leather; lining: 87% polyester, 13% polyamide; mem
brane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

FAABoRG
GORE-TEX

Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
insert; outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer
impregnation; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and
index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; covered soft knuckle protection; double leather with
foam underlay on the ball of the hand; other double leather
on the thumb and index finger; reflective print on the shaft;
palm made of durable synthetic nubuck leather; comfort
stretch sections on the fingers; more stretch comfort through
the use of stretch polyamide fabric on the back of the hand;
visor wiper made of synthetic nubuck leather on the index
finger; anti-tear-off wrist closure
Prod.-No.: 105495
Sizes: M-4XL
Color: 00 black

KoRSøR
GORE-TEX
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Material: outside: 66% polyamide, 24% polyurethane, 10% leather; lining: 100%
polyester; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
(if heated glove is powered by battery in glove)

Heating system control

Dane Vinter Evo GORE-TEX with heating system

Single Battery 7,4V 2,2A [K-BAT-7,4V-2,2A]
Art. No. 165 8081 101 | Single replacement battery
for one glove. 7,4V 2,2A.
Single Battery 7,4V 3A [K-BAT-7,4V-3A]
Art. No. 165 8061 101 | Replacement battery for one
glove which is made up of two separate cells. 7,4V 3A.
Single Battery 12V 3A [K-BAT-12V-3A]
Art. No. 165 8062 101 | Replacement battery for one glove
which is made up of three separate cells. 12V 3A.
Battery + Charger Kit 7,4V 2,2A [K-BAT-7,4V-2,2A]
Art. No. 165 8076 | Contains two batteries 7,4V 2,2A
and a charger for lithium batteries 7,4 volt.
Battery + Charger Kit 7,4V 3A [K-BAT-7,4V-3A]
Art. No. 165 8074 | Contains two batteries 7,4V 3A
and a charger for lithium batteries 7,4 volt.
Battery + Charger Kit 12V 3A [K-BAT-12V-3A]
Art. No. 165 8075 | Contains two batteries 12V 3A
and a charger for lithium batteries 12 volt.
7,4V Charger for Lithium Batteries [7,4 volt K-CHARGER-7,4V-2Ah]
Art. No. 165 8063 101 | Battery charger for lithium batteries 7,4 volt.
Two outputs to charge two batteries simultaneously with a charge
current of 2000mA.
12 V Charger for Lithium Batteries [12 volt K-CHARGER-12V-2Ah]
Art. No. 165 8064 101 | Battery charger for lithium batteries 12 volt.
Two outputs to charge two batteries simultaneously with a charge
current of 2000mA.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
(if heated glove is powered by motorcycle)
Bike Connection Cable, Universal
Art. No. 165 8067 101 | Power cable with connection to the auxilary
cigarette lighter socket of your motorbike. Cable length: 120 cm.
Bike Connection Cable, Battery
Art. No. 165 8065 101 | 140 cm power cable with direct connection to the
battery poles of your bike. Equipped with eyelets to connect to the battery
and a protection fuse. The connector is provided with a removeable cap to
protect it when not in use.
Bike Connection Cable, BMW
Art. No. 165 8066 101 | Power cable with connection to the auxilary socket
of your BMW motorbike. Cable length: 120 cm.
Extension Cable
Art. No. 165 8068 101 | Cable to connect gloves to bike
through jacket, 130 cm.

VINTER EVo
GORE-TEX
INTEGRATED HEATING SYSTEM
Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX winter glove with + Gore grip technology and integrated heating system; four different heat settings; pocket for separate available
battery; alternatively, the heating system can also be connected to the motorbike battery; battery
charge indicator; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible
to use smartphones and tablets; soft knuckle protection with SuperFabric® and leather cover;
großzügige Lederdopplungen on the ball of the hand, palm and side of the hand; shock-absorbing
foam on the fingers and ball of the hand; reflective piping on the back of the hand; thermal insulation made of PrimaLoft®; comfort stretch sections and pleats on the fingers; elasticated zones
between the fingers; added comfort with outer seams on the fingers; visor wiper on the index
finger; adjustable double "bad weather" shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: 105461
Sizes: S-XXXL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 58% leather (goatskin), 34% polyamide, 8% polyurethane; lining: 100% poly
ester; thermal insulation: 100% polyester (PrimaLoft®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)
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Dane Dragor Vinter GORE-TEX Insert

DRAGøR VINTER
GORE-TEX

Details: winter glove; windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX insert; outer material
with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive material inserts on the thumbs
and index fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON® soft knuckle
protection with leather cover; TPR-protectors on the fingers; double leather on the ball of the
hand, palm and side of the hand; shock-absorbing foam on the ball of the hand; reflective print on
the index finger; extra warm upper part of the glove with thermal fur lining and additional thermal
insulation made of 3M™ Thinsulate™; comfort stretch sections on the fingers; more stretch
comfort through the use of stretch polyamide fabric on the back of the hand; elasticated zones
between the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; wrist protection; added comfort with outer
seams on the fingers; adjustable "bad weather" shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure
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Prod.-No.: 105488
Sizes: S-5XL
Colors: 00 black, 02 black/grey
Material: outside: 75% leather, 20% polyamide, 5% polyurethane; lining: 100% polyester; thermal insulation: 100% polyester; membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Prod.-No.: 105412
Sizes: XS-5XL
Color: 00 black

Nordborg

Material: outside: 97% leather (cowhide and aniline goatskin), 3% other fibres
(e.g. HDM SuperFabric®); lining: 100% polyester; thermal insulation: 100% polyester (PrimaLoft®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

GORE-TEX + GORE GRIP

Details: winter glove with knitted comfort shaft as windblocker; windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX insert;
outer material with water- and dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index
fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets;
IMPACTON® soft knuckle protection with SuperFabric®
cover; double leather on the thumb, ball of the hand and
palm; shock-absorbing foam on the ball of the hand; palm
made of soft goat leather; reflective piping on the back of the
hand; extra warm upper part of the glove with thermal fur
lining and additional thermal insulation made of 3M™ Thinsulate™; more stretch comfort through the use of stretch
polyamide fabric on the back of the hand and at the thumbs;
elasticated zones between the fingers; visor wiper made
of synthetic suede on the index finger; anti-tear-off wrist
closure

ARDEN

Dane Nordborg GORE-TEX +Gore grip technology & Arden GORE-TEX Insert

Details: windproof, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX
winter glove with + Gore grip technology; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to
use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON® soft knuckle protection with leather cover; foam-shock-absorber and reinforcements made of HDM SuperFabric® at wrist, on the balls of
the hand and sides of the hand; double leather at balls of the
hand, palm and sides of the hands; shock-absorbing foam on
the fingers; palm made of aniline goatskin; reflective piping
on the back of hand; lining with additional thermal insulation
made of PrimaLoft®; comfort stretch sections and pleats on
the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; wrist protection;
added comfort with outer seams on the fingers; adjustable
"bad weather" shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure

Prod.-No.: 105489
Sizes: S-5XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 60% leather, 18% polyamide, 15% polyester, 7% polyurethane;
lining: 100% polyester; thermal insulation: 100% polyester; membrane: 100%
ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

GORE-TEX
Find your adventure
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Dane Nuuk & Nuuk Lady GORE-TEX Insert

Women- and
men sizes

NUUK
GORE-TEX

Details: winter glove; waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX insert; outer material with waterand dirt-repellent polymer impregnation; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index
fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; IMPACTON® soft knuckle protection
with leather cover; double leather on the ball of the hand, palm and side of the hand; shock-absorbing foam on the ball of the hand; reflective stripes at the side of the little finger; extra warm
upper part of the glove with thermal fur lining and additional thermal insulation made of PrimaLoft®; comfort stretch sections and pleats on the fingers; more stretch comfort through the
use of stretch polyamide fabric on the back of the hand; elasticated zones between the fingers;
added comfort with outer seams on the fingers; visor wiper on the index finger; adjustable shaft;
anti-tear-off wrist closure
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Prod.-No.: women 105494, men 105493
Sizes: women LXS-LXL, men M-4XL
Colors: 00 black
Material: outside: 63% leather (goatskin), 33% polyamide, 4% elastane; lining: 100% polyester;
thermal insulation: 100% polyester (PrimaLoft®); membrane: 100% ePTFE (GORE-TEX)

Prod.-No.: 105479
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Colors: 00 black, 02 black dark/grey, 06 black/red/light grey

Skelund

Dane Skelund & Jurs

Details: summer glove due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh on non-risky zones; improved grip sensitivity
through the use of mcFit Technology (partial adhesion of the
outer material insert and lining); conductive material inserts
on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use
smartphones and tablets; flexible hard shell protection on the
knuckles; TPR-protection and foam-shock-absorber on the
fingers and aide of the hand; double leather on the thumb,
ball of the hand and side of the hand, with extra padding on
the ball of the thumb; covered side seam; palm made of goat
leather; reflective section on the back of the hand; comfort
stretch sections on the fingers; wrist protection; elasticated
zones between the fingers; added comfort with outer seams
on the fingers; anti-tear-off wrist closure; short comfort shaft

Material: outside: 80% leather, 12% polyamide, 8% elastane; lining: 100%
polyester

SUMMER

Details: supple leather glove; conductive material inserts on
the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use smart
phones and tablets; padded hard shell protection finished
with leather on the knuckles; shock-absorbing foam on the
fingers, ball of the hand and back of the hand; double leather on the ball of the hand, palm and side of the hand;
palm made of soft drum dyed goatskin; reflective stripe on
the shaft; comfort stretch sections on the fingers and back
of the hand; added comfort with outer seams on the fingers;
adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure
Prod.-No.: 105464
Sizes: M-4XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 100% leather (cowhide and aniline goatskin); lining: 100%
polyester

JURS
SUMMER
Find your adventure
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Dane Lihme 3 & Kimi

Details: conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index
fingers make it possible to use smartphones and tablets;
foam shock absorber on the knuckles; shock-absorbingfoam on the ball of the hand and on the back of the hand;
double leather on the fingers, ball of the hand, palm and at
side of the hand; covered seams on crash-vulnerable sections; reflective area on the back of the hand; pre-shaped,
smooth palm for good grip sensitivity, made of ultra-soft
aniline goatskin; added comfort with outer seams on the
fingers; adjustable shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure

Women- and
men sizes

Prod.-No.: women 105456, men 105415
Sizes: women LS-LXL
men S-5XL, L-short - 5XL-short, L-long - XXXL-long
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 98% leather (cowhide and aniline goatskin), 2% other fibres;
lining: 100% polyester

Lihme 3
SUMMER

Details: summer glove with large mesh panels and perforated leather on non-risky zones; fit for use of smartphones
and tablets due to panels with conductive materials on the
thumb and index finger; flexible leather-hard shell protector on the knuckles; padding on the palm of the hand; double-layered leather on the thumbs, palms and on the side of
the glove; covered side seam; stretch on and between the
fingers; additional comfort due to outward facing seams on
the fingers; adjustable short comfort cuffs
Prod.-No.: 105474
Sizes: S-4XL
Colors: 00 black, 03 black/signal yellow,
06 black/red/light grey
Material: outside: 45% leather, 27% polyester, 18% polyurethane, 10% poly
amid; lining: 100% polyester

Kimi
SUMMER
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Dane Samso

Samsø
SUMMER

Details: summer glove due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh and perforated leather
on non-risky zones; conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers make it possible
to use smartphones and tablets; soft knuckle protection with leather cover; TPR-protectors on
the fingers; double leather on the ball of the hand, palm and side of the hand; shock-absorbing
foam on the ball of the hand; palm made of soft drum dyed goatskin; reflective print on the shaft;
comfort stretch sections on the fingers; elasticated zones between the fingers; added comfort
with outer seams on the fingers; short adjustable comfort shaft

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: 105491
Sizes: S-4XL
Colors: 00 black, 02 black/light grey
Material: outside: 60% leather (goatskin), 33% polyester, 4% polychloroprene (neoprene), 3%
polyurethane; lining: 100% polyester
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Dane Rasmus & Søren

Details: summer glove due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh and perforated leather on non-risky zones;
conductive material inserts on the thumbs and index fingers
make it possible to use smartphones and tablets; soft knuckle
protection with leather cover; shock-absorbing foam on the
ball of the hand; double leather on the thumb, ball of the
hand, palm and side of the hand; covered side seam; comfort
stretch sections on the fingers; elasticated zones between
the fingers; added comfort with outer seams on the fingers;
short adjustable comfort shaft
Prod.-No.: 105475
Sizes: XS-4XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 45% leather, 27% polyester, 18% polyurethane, 10% polyamide; lining: 100% polyester

Rasmus
SUMMER

Details: summer glove due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh on non-risky zones; flexible knuckle hardshell
protection with leather cover; foam-shock-absorber and
reinforcements made of HDM SuperFabric® on ball of the
thumb; double leather on the thumb, ball of the hand, palm
and side of the hand; covered side seam; palm made of soft
drum dyed goatskin; comfort stretch sections on the fingers
and on the thumb; elasticated zones between the fingers;
elasticated insert on the thumb; added comfort with outer
seams on the fingers; anti-tear-off wrist closure; short comfort shaft
Prod.-No.: 105477
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Colors: 02 black, 03 black/signal yellow, 06 black/red
Material: outside: 60% leather (goatskin), 20% polyester, 15% polyamide, 5%
polyurethane; lining: 100% polyester

Søren
SUMMER
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Prod.-No.: 105462
Sizes: M-4XL
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 100% leather (aniline goatskin and cowhide); lining: 100%
polyester

NIGRA

Dane Nigra & Borre Functional Wear

Details: summer glove due to the extensive use of perforated
leather on non-risky zones; conductive material inserts on
the thumbs and index fingers make it possible to use smart
phones and tablets; soft knuckle protection with leather
cover; shock-absorbing foam on the fingers and ball of the
hand; double leather on the ball of the hand, palm and side of
the hand; palm made of soft drum dyed goatskin; reflective
insert on the back of the hand; comfort stretch sections on
the fingers; added comfort with outer seams on the fingers;
short comfort shaft; anti-tear-off wrist closure

SUMMER

Details: Inner glove made of skin-friendly jersey fabric,
lightly roughened on the inside. Ideal for lower temperatures
when combined with GORE-TEX gloves. The BORRE not only
offers an additional layer of insulation, but also wicks away
moisture quickly.
Prod.-No.: 105986
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Color: 00 black
Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

Borre
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
INNERGLOVES
Find your adventure
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Dane Esby OutDry®

The special advantage of the waterproof
and breathable ESBY HDry® boot is that
it is easy to put on, thanks to two zips on
the shaft. The new and unique laminated
membrane construction is guaranteed to
keep your feet dry in all conditions.

ESBY
HDry®

Details: waterproof and breathable by HDry-technology®; HDry® uses a patented design process that creates a waterproof and breathable barrier inside the footwear; the impervious layer
is laminated directly to the backside of the upper of the shoes; with no seams and no holes or
openings where water can enter; gear-change reinforcement; ankle protection with foam inlay
and hardshell; reflective insert on the heel; anatomically pre-shaped, removable insole; easy
entry by two zipper; flex zones at instep and on heel; oil- and petrol-resistant sole
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Prod.-No.: 104052
Sizes: 38-48
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 79% leather, 17% polyamide (CORDURA®), 4% other fibres; lining: 100%
polyester; membrane: HDry®

Dane Venø OutDry®

The special advantage of the waterproof
and breathable VENO HDry® boot is that
it is easy to put on, thanks to extra strecth
comfort. The new and unique laminated
membrane construction is guaranteed to
keep your feet dry in all conditions.

VENø
HDry®

Details: waterproof and breathable by HDry-technology®; HDry® uses a patented design process that creates a waterproof and breathable barrier inside the footwear; the impervious layer
is laminated directly to the backside of the upper of the shoes; with no seams and no holes or
openings where water can enter; gear-change reinforcement; ankle protection with foam inlay and hardshell; reflective insert on the heel; reflective piping at the outer side; anatomically
pre-shaped, removable insole; calf width individually adjustable by zipper and Velcro fastener;
generous calf stretch; flex zones at instep and on heel; oil- and petrol-resistant sole

Find your adventure

Prod.-No.: 104051
Sizes: 38-48
Color: 00 black
Material: outside: 93% leather, 4% polyamide (CORDURA®), 3% other fibres; lining: 100%
polyester; membrane: HDry®
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Dane Saksun Pro Waterproof & Saksun GORE-TEX Infinium™

Details: Balaclava with waterproof and windproof collar that
covers the jacket collar and thus prevents the penetration of
wind and water. Maximum wearing comfort due to the use of
skin-friendly spandex material for the head section.
Its anatomic shape is optimised by flat seams and wearing
comfort is further enhanced by extra length over the back.
The hem width of the waterproof outer collar is individually
adjustable by an elastic cord.

Water- and
windproof

Prod.-No.: 107638
Sizes: S-XL
Color: 02 black/grey
Material: outer: 83% polyamide, 10% polyester, 7% elastane; coating: 100%
polyurethane

Saksun Pro
BALACLAVA

Details: maximum wearing comfort through the use of GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breathable
collar area; air-permeable mouth and nose area; anatomic
shape by flat seams and added comfort by extra length over
the back
Prod.-No.: 107641
Sizes: S-XL
Color: 02 black
Material: 94% polyester, 6% polyurethane

SAKSUN
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
BALACLAVA
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Prod.-No.: 107643
Sizes: S-L
Color: 00 black
Material: 94% polyester, 6% elastane

VoLDUM
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
BALACLAVA

Dane Voldum GORE-TEX Infinium™ & Lagom GORE-TEX Infinium™

Details: maximum wearing comfort through the use of
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breath
able collar area; skin-friendly spandex material for the head
section and the mouth and nose area; anatomic shape by
flat seams

Details: maximum wearing comfort through the use of
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breath
able neck and chest area; air-permeable mouth and nose
area; extra length over the back and chest; added comfort
with flat seams
Prod.-No.: 107640
Sizes: S-XL
Color: 00 black
Material: 94% polyester, 6% elastane

Lagom
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
NECK PROTECTOR
Find your adventure
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Dane Maribo GORE-TEX Infinium™ & Arre GORE-TEX Infinium™

Details: maximum wearing comfort through the use of
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breath
able neck and chest area; extra length over the back and
chest; easy to pull on thanks to the angled zip; added comfort
with flat seams
Prod.-No.: 107639
Sizes: S-XL
Color: 00 black
Material: 93% polyester, 7% polyurethane

MARIBO
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
NECK WARMER

Details: maximum wearing comfort through the use of
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breath
able; air-permeable mouth and nose area, so that the neck
warmer can also be worn over the nose; easy to pull on
thanks to the insert made of spandex material at back; added
comfort with flat seams
Prod.-No.: 107642
Sizes: S-L
Color: 00 black
Material: 94% polyester, 6% elasthane

ARRE
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
NECK WARMER
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26 black/grey

30 black/red/grey

Summer Tubes

02 black/grey

06 black/red/grey

25 grey/black/red

Winter Tubes with fleece

TubeS
MULTIFUNCTIONALS

Details: waistcoat for wearing over a jacket to increase the visibility of any
motorcycle outfit through the generous use of fluorescent yellow and reflective
pipings; extremely suitable for summer due to the extensive use of air-permeable mesh; cut for sports and touring: shorter at the front, longer at the back;
a snug fit and close-fitting closures through the use of stretch base materials;
small key pocket

SUMMER TUBE
Prod.-No.: 107634
Sizes: universal

WINTER TUBE
Prod.-No.: 107637
Sizes: universal

Material: 100% Polyester

Material: 100% Polyester

Details: adjustable in length; can be combined with most DANE trousers via the
short connection zipper; front connection via tabs and snaps
Matching for: LYNGBY AIR GTX Pro, SKYGGE GTX, NYBORG AIR GTX, ELLING
GTX, SUNDBY, FANO
Prod.-No.: 800029

Prod.-No.: 109344

Dane Tubes & Nordlys & Braces

11 grey/black

Size: universal

Color: 00 black

Sizes: XS-4XL Color: 37 signal yellow/reflex silver
Material: 60% polyester, 23% polyurethane, 17% polyamide

Material: outer: 55% polyester, 45% polyamide; net lining: 80% polyester, 20% polyamide

Nordlys

Braces

REFLEX-VEST

FOR DANE PANTS

Find your adventure
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Dane Kidney belts GORE-TEX Infinium™

Brende
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WOMEN'S KIDNEY BELT

Bojden
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ KIDNEY BELT

Details: special fit for women; added wearing comfort
through the use of GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breathable kidney area with additional insulation;
fast moisture removal; additional back reinforcement; double
Velcro width adjustment
Prod.-No.: 106002
Color: 06 black/red

Sizes: 34/36, 38/40, 42/44, 46/48

Material: outside: 30% polychloroprene (neoprene), 30% polyamide, 24% poly
ester, 5% polyurethane, 3% leather; inside: 100% polyester (GORE-TEX INFINIUM™)

Details: added wearing comfort through the use of GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; windproof and breathable
kidney area with additional insulation; fast moisture removal;
additional back reinforcement; double Velcro width adjustment
Prod.-No.: 106003 Sizes: 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/64
Color: 08 black/blue
Material: outside: 30% polychloroprene (neoprene), 30% polyamide, 24% poly
ester, 5% polyurethane, 3% leather; inside: 100% polyester (GORE-TEX INFINIUM™)

Details: body-support kidney belt with maximum wearing
comfort due to the use of the GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technology; ergonomically pre-shaped; back reinforcement; wide
stretch fastener; easy Velcro width adjustment

BoRGLUM
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ KIDNEY BELT
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Prod.-No.: 106001

Sizes: S-XL Color: 00 black

Material: 92% Polyester, 5% Elasthan, 3% Polyamid

Prod.-No.: 102118
Sizes: women 34-48L, men 48-60
Color: 00 black
Material:
outside: 100% PU coated polyamide; lining: 50% polyester, 50% polyamide

FanØ

Dane FANO Innerjacket & Innerpants

Details: removable windproof, waterproof and breathable
inner jacket with inside pockets and fixed labyrinth closure
system at the front specially developed for the SOLRIG jacket

WATERPROOF INNER JACKET

Details: removable windproof, waterproof and breathable
inner pants specially developed for the FANO pants
Prod.-No.: 102518
Sizes: women 34-48L, men 48-60
Color: 00 black
Material:
outside: 100% PU coated polyamide; lining: 50% polyester, 50% polyamide

FanØ
WATERPROOF INNER PANTS
Find your adventure
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Dane Olby

Details: Hard foam shell; volume 20 Liter; outer layer laminated with nubuck; foam prepared form; fits a 13" laptop;
3D_Mesh zones, inside pocket for cables/accessories; front
has a rain cover compartment; inside has a waist belt stretch
system for optimal comfort.

OLBY
BACKPACK
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Prod.-No.: 201637
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

Prod.-No.: 201638
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

Dane Skibby & Viby

Details: Hard foam shell; elastic band for good adjustment; hip band; reflective piping for better visiblility; waterresistant zipper; 900D polyester material.

Skibby
LEG BAG

Details: With the Dane Viby hip bag you can easiliy take
your valuables with you. Hard foam shell; 2 water resistant
zippers; reflective materials for better visibility; strong elastic
band.

Viby

Prod.-No.: 201639
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

HIP BAG
Find your adventure
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Dane Falster & Vive

Details: Volume ca. 18 Liter; hard foam shell; chest and belly
belt; anti-slip; reflection; comfort padding on backpannel.

FALSTER

Prod.-No.: 201632
Color: 00 black

BACKPACK

Details: The Dane Vive motorcycle backpack is a nice backpack with a volume of ca. 18 to 20 liters. The backpack is
made of waterproof materials so that you can store your
belongings dry. There is also a carrying option at the top
when you are not carrying the backpack on your back.
Refelective panels will give good visibility.
Prod.-No.: 201641
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

Vive
BACKPACK
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Prod.-No.: 201642
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

Dane Ikast 2 & Neon Profi

Details: Volume ca. 22 liter; waterproof; more pockets; valve
for air compression; chest and belly belt, reflective zones;
comfortable backpannel.

IKAST 2
BACKPACK

Ready for Sas-tec
backprotector
EN1621-2/M

Details: Volume ca. 18 liter; adjustable belt; 3D_Mesh
zones; rainprotector included; easy release buckle; helmet
carry compartment.

NEON PROFI

Prod.-No.: 201636
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

BACKPACK
Find your adventure
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Dane Neon & Roll bags

Details: Volume ca. 12 liter; easy release buckle; reflective
materials; rainprotector included; fits a 17" laptop.
Prod.-No.: 201635
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

NEON
BACKPACK

Details: Volume 40 or 60 Liter; valve for air compression;
reflective materials; grip.
Prod.-No.: 201640
Color: 02 black/grey

roll bags
WATERPROOF
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Dane Vertepac Melby

Effortless carrying,
full freedom to ride!
De Dane Vertepac® Melby is the world's first freedom to ride
exo spine backpack system-proven technology in the outdoor
and climbing sport. Now available for bikers!
Volume ca. 35 liter.
Full freedom to ride
Independent 3D-Rotary lifting unit.
Effortless carrying
Reduce the pressure on your spine and shoulders up to 95%.
Modular system
One frame, several pack units.
No sweat
Keep your back cool, comfortable and dry.
Comfortable hip belt
Very comfortable, more ergonomic hip belt.
Precision Fit
Adjust the carrying system precisely to your torso length.

Prod.-No.: 201643
Color: 03 black/signal yellow

VertEpac Melby
®

BACKPACK
Find your adventure
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